
Drypoint Drawing 

Key Stage 2 

1 hour classroom lesson plan  
 

Learning Objectives 

To develop skills in representing natural objects using drawing and 
printing techniques. 

 

Success Criteria 

 Most pupils will have drawn a natural object from observation 
and learned how to use diagonal lines (cross-hatching) to               
create form. 

  Some will have made more progress and have created a             
colourful drypoint print from observation. 

 

Quick Starter/Intro  

Show the learners a copy of Leonardo’s drawing a sprig of guelder-
rose. Ask them to look carefully at Leonardo’s drawing technique. 
Can they work out how he has drawn this object? (He has drawn an 
outline of the leaves and berries, added detail, and then drawn      
diagonal lines in the background that are parallel. In the darkest          
areas of the background he has added more diagonal lines in a           
different direction so that they cross over each other. Then he has 
shaded the petals and added white chalk in some places to create 
shiny parts or highlights.) 

 

Ask them to practice drawing diagonal lines in their sketchbooks as 
Leonardo did, then add other diagonal lines in a different direction to 
create darker areas. Can they create the rounded appearance of a 
berry by drawing curved parallel lines? 
 

Materials Needed  

 Copy of Leonardo da Vinci’s drawing a sprig of guelder-rose.
(on final page). 

 A5 white drawing paper  

 Leaves and berries to draw 

 Pencils and ballpoint pens  

 Small A5 sheets of stiff cardboard similar to that found on food 
packaging (or printing medium such as polystyrene or neo-
prene),  

 Printing inks 

 Coloured printing paper.  

Curriculum Links (Key Stage 2) 

Art  Pupils should be taught to develop their techniques, including 
their control and their use of materials, with creativity,                             
experimentation and an increasing awareness of different kinds of 
art, craft and design. To improve their mastery of art and design 
techniques. To learn about great artists, architects and designers in 
history.  

Science  Observations, recording data, drawings 



 

Possible Follow Up/Extension work 

Develop your skills in printing even further by repeating the exercise 
using different subject matter, changing the ink and paper colours. 

Weblinks  

Youtube video on drypoint printing that shows a slightly different                
initial procedure to mine. This artist uses a nail to draw with, but we 
will use a ballpoint pen tracing over our original drawing. https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ea9i2kkOeAE  

Lesson Activity 

Learners should have studied the drawing by Leonardo of a sprig of 
guelder rose. They should have practiced creating tone using              
parallel diagonal lines, criss-crossing to create tone.  

They will make an outline drawing of berries and leaves from direct 
observation on A5 white paper, perhaps making several drawings at 
different times and speeds so that they warm up their drawing hand 
and become familiar with the subject. 

Then, when they have a drawing they are most pleased with, they 
should begin trying to apply diagonal cross-hatching lines in the 
background the way that Leonardo did in his drawing. 

In the darkest background areas they might add more diagonal lines 
going in opposite directions to create even darker tones. 

Next, they should add detail such as veins in the leaves, and lines 
to represent shadows and highlights. Try not to shade at this stage.  

 

Place the drawing over a piece of strong card (or printing medium 
such as polystyrene or neoprene) and tape down. 

Now trace the drawing with a ballpoint pen into the printing board, 
pressing firmly. 

Remove the drawing paper. 

Roll printing ink onto the drypoint block (not too much, not too little) 
and make several prints. Experiment with printing different coloured 
inks on different coloured papers to get the true Leonardo effect. 

Teachers note: Another method you can use if you don’t have       
printing blocks or cardboard for this is to gently lay a sheet of                
coloured paper over a bed of ink. Place the drawing over the                
coloured paper and trace carefully. This will create a monoprint on 
the coloured paper as the pen draws in the bed of ink. 
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